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• Abstract.During the noroal operation of a pressurized water resctor, neutron 
noise analysis with multivariate autoregressive procedures is a valuable 
diagnostic tool to extract dynamic characteristics for incipient failure 
detection. The first part of the paper vill describe in details the equations 
for estimating the Multivariate autoregressive nodal matrices and the struc
ture of various matrices. The matrices are e^ticated by solving a set of 
matrix operations, called. Yule-fialker equations. The selection of optiaal 
nodal order will also be discussed. Oace the optimal parameter set is obtai
ned, simple and fast calculations are used to determine the auto power 
spectral density, cross spectra, coherence function, phase. In addition the 
spectra nay be decomposed into components being contributed from different 
noise sources.An application using neutron flux data collected on a nuclear 
plant will illustrate the efficiency of the method. 
Keywords. Identification, nuclear plants, multivariable systess, randota 
processes, frequency response. 
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INTRODUCTION 
SeutroB noise analysis for the incipient fai
lure detection of aoosalies for nuclear plants 
has received world-wide attention during the 
past five years. For the detection of a msl-
fusction, the neutron signals froa incore or 
excora neutron detectors are coaaonly used. 
Etch signal observed 5(c), when the reactor 
is at steady state can be considered as the 
siasation '. 5(c) - 5 * oS(t), where S is the 
average conpoaeat of the current signal and 
eS(c) represents th» fluctuating co-wonset of 
the signal. The fluctuation oS(t) is tha 
contribution of several driving functions, 
such as internal reactivity variations, sta
tistical fluctuations due to the sensor it
self, or neutron transmission variation 
between the detector and the core. The objec
tive of the surveillance system is to separa
te the component of interest in. which all the 
usefull information is contained, froo the 
other- components. To isolate and to charac
terized the component of interest, statisti
cal descriptors have to be selected. Ir. most 
practical applications, the auto power 
spectrua density, crosspover spectrum density 
coherence function and phase are computed to 
represent this cosponent. As an exsnple noise 
analysis was applied to a bailing water reac
tor (Kosaly, 1977) to study tt;« two phase 
flow. The signals given by two incore detec
tors located along the axial direction were 
processed by Fourier analysis techniques to 
obtain the phase relationship end then the 
bubale transit velocity- For pressurized 

water reactors, noise analysis techniques 
using signals provided by'oxcore detectors 
are cocssonly used to detect and evaluate the 
core barrel support notion (Robinson, 1977 ; 
Keen, 1977 ; Bernard and others). This core 
barrel support notion is determined in the 
frequency dosain by examining the phase and 
the coherence b«rv*?n diametrically opposite 
excore power detectors. However the conven
tional spectral decomposition cannot give 
the contribution to a given signal fros all 
the others noise sources. In order to have 
an access to these nutual contributions 
multivariate tine series modeling was 
applied to neutron signals in the tine domain. 
Time series analysis has been more familiar 
in the economical domain than in the engi
neering field (Box and Jenkins, 1970), but in 
the last daeade various Industrial applica
tions have been cade successfully for ccoenc 
kiln and paper caching control (Ocoao and eo 
workers, 1969 ; Astros, 1971). In the nuclear 
field, eonovariable time series were applied 
to neutron noi.e for anomaly detection (Wu, 
1977 ; Allen, 1977) and to thermodynamic sen
sors to evaluate in situ their response time 
(Zwingelstein and co workers, 1979). Multi
variate tise series oodeling were applied to 
a boiling water reactor for two phase flow 
eeasuresents (Upadhyaya, 1978), and noise 
source identification (Fukunishi, 1977,1978). 
In this paper an application of multivariate 
time seties to the neutron noise analysis 
for a pressurised water reactor will be 
presented. In the first pare, the theoretical 
background of multivariate autoregressive 
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model will be presented (and will be denoted 
as AR model through the rest of the test). 
The AR stodel is represented by a set of 
linear equations whose coefficients mist be 
identified» and a matrix representation is 
used for the aodel description. In the second 
part, the equations for estimating the multi-
variate autoregressive model tutrices and 
their structure are given. Selection of 
optical aodel order will also be discussed. 
In the next part, estimation of spectral 
quantities such as auto and cross spectrum 
densities coherence, phase and signal contri
bution from different sources to a given 
signal are provided. In the final part, 
applications to neutron signals recorded on 
aa actual pressurized water reactor will 
illustrate the efficiency of the multivariate 
noise analysis. In the first application the 
excore detectors ar- located diametrically 
opposite. In the second application the two 
excore detectors arc located «long the saae 
axial direction. 
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or A(2~').Y(t) - V(t) (3) 
where Z~ is the backward shift operator 
defined by 

k k-j 
If A - 1 exists, Y(t) - A - 1 ?(t) and Y(t) 
can be interpreted as the output of a linear 
filter characterized by A , and driven by 
a noise input V(t). The identification of an 
AR aodel needs the estiaation of the para
meters of the n matrices A., i » I ... » and 
the choice of the optiaal order a. Once theme 
paraoeters ara determined, the spectral 
natrix can be deduced for further applica
tions. 

ESTCUTI03 OF KDLTTTAaiAIE AR 
MODELS. 

HJLTIVAMATE AUTORECRESSIVE 
AR MODELS. 

The neutron signals are represented by a set 
of m measurement points and are denoted by 
the vector Y(t). It is assumed that the eean 
value was previously substracted and conse
quently Y(t) represents the fluctuations 
around the average. Let Y k be the value of 
Y(t) for t - kT (T is the sampling time 
iaterval). Then Tfc is given by the form. 

\ " 
i-n 
t 
i-1 

Ai V •V,. (1) 

where Yfc - IT,» T a Y^l, i . the vac-
tor of n signals. 

A., i » 1,2, . . . n are B x a parameter 
satrices, 

T t " &iv vîtr» ••• v«fcï t h e n o 1 " * vector 'k ~ "Ik* *2k» 
n : model order 

Tnk* 

The noise vector is assumed to have the 
following property 

E t VV.*1 v kj (2) 
with s E expectation 

*kj Kronecker delta function 
£ the «variance matrix of noise 

v vector. 
In general, the individual source noises V.. , 
V 2 f e, ..., v . are correlated. If they are 
assuscd to Be independent each other, then 
t will ba a diagonal matrix. However, this 
assumption will not be necessary for the 
estimation problem. 

In order to get a physical interpreation 
xalatad to linear filtering theory ,0) can be 
expressed as, 

The estiaation of multivariate AR models will 
be obtained in two steps : determination of 
A. matrices and selection of optiaal order 
n. The signal vector V(e) will be assumed 
to have its first order moment equal to 
sero 

E lY(t)] - 0 
Multiplying both side Eq. (I) by T* and 
taking expected values we gee 
E <V VkJ - £ A i E <Vi- W . *» (4> 
defining C(k) - E [Yfc 1*^,1. (S) 
we have : 

i-n 
C(k) - I A. C(k-i), k - I, 2,..n (6) 

i-J *• 
the transposition leads to 

T i-n -i 
C(k) -( I\-C(k-i)^ k - I, %,... n (7) 

Using the relationship C(k-i) T - C(i-k) we 
have : 
C(l) T - C(0) AT + C(l) A* • ...• C(n-1)A* 

(8) 
C(n) T - CT(n-l)A* • C(n-2)A| +... C<0)A* 
The set of equations known as Yule -Walker 
equations may be written in the matrix nota
tion as follows _ „ 
with" - . • * • » « . * W 

X- BDCR c * 

C ( I ) J 

Ctf)1 

C(n)J 

ton (10) 



and P. 

C(0) C(l) C(n-!) 
C(-l) C(0) C(n-2) 

C(-m*l) C(-n+2) .. C(0) 
Each elementary correlation matrix is an 
a x n matrix defined by 

C (k) 

Cll(k) CI2(k) . Cln(k) 
C2IC0 C22(k) ... C2m(k) 00 
Cnl(k) Co2(k) Caa(k) 

T" 
where C(-k) - C(i/» It > 0 

Cij(-k) - Cji(k), k > 0 
The individual correlation aatrix elcnents 
are defined as follows 

CijCk) - E ( y ^ O yjCt-k)) (12) 
For practical applications, this expectation 
is evaluated by 

CijOO -~r- l T...Ï, ,. 

k » 0,1, ....,B 
i, 5 - >»2 » 

(«3) 

X number of samples of T,(t) 
2 The AR model is defined by D I paraaecers and 

the A. matrices are estiaatcd to give their 
transpose values. This is done in order to 
rewrite the solution aatrix Eq. (8), in the 
leastsquares fors. After these parameters are 
determined, the noise covarianee matrice I 
is evaluated as follows : multiply both sides 
of Eq. (I) by T T(k) and take expected values 

E I T k ' T k J " l A i E ^k V J * * IVk V ( I 4 ) 

i«I 
C(0) - I A £ C(-i) + £ v 

or E_ 
i-l 
C(0) I A. C(i) 

i-l * 
(15) 

sicca C(-i) - C(i ) . 
To determine the order of AR models, several 
rules car be used. Akaike (1971, 1974) propo
sed 'ĉ he criterion. 
AIC 2 l n (maxima likelihood) • 2p (16) 

vhere is the number of independent para
meters to be estimated. In case of Caussien 
errors this criteriaci can be expressed as 

AIC - Kin | E J • 2 m [I • mpl 
X Buabe; of samples. 

(17) 

This has the drawback of being inconsistent 
and i t may give an unaeccessarily large 
order f»r the modal. An al cernât e choice i s 
the Baj*s'probability cr i ter ion. The optimal 
order i s selected such that the Bayes* a 
posteriori probability i s minimized (Sasoyap, 
1977). This model selection, criterion i s 
given by 

BPC - - Ht n | E j - n 2n { t^K • M^ \^\- I } 

<M) 
with S : number of data, samples. 

I : covariaoce of signal * actor T. 
I*: covariamee of noise vector V. 
m : number of signal 
n : model order 

| A | : indicates aatrix determining 

The optimal order n i s the one that maximizes 
the Bayes" probability cricerioo. 

ESTTHeXIOS OF SFECTRAL QUUrtlTTJCS 

Once the AR model i s determined, i t amy be 
used to calculate the frequency response 
fluctuatioas, i . e . the auto and cross spectra 
the phase aad the cohérence function. I» 
addition, the decomposition of aow*r spectral 
density can be used to estimate the contri 
bution of different sources to s given 
signal. 

The complex frequency response A(f) , defined 
by -

A(f) - 1 - Z A. c ~ j 2 l r * k T (19) 

T saspling time 
with |f| < 1/2 T 

is obtained by taking the Fourier transfor
mation of Eq. (i), which gives 

A(f). T(f) - V(f) (20> 
Multiplying both sides of Eq. (20) by its 
complex conjuguate the spectral density 
matrix is given by 

S(f) - A(f)"' tv A*(f) -1 (21) 
where x indicates complex conjuguate trans*1 

pose. 

S(f)-

'Il 
'21 

'ml 

'12 
"22 

"«2 

'lm 
•2o 

(22) 

S i i «re the autopower spectra 
S i j ^ ^ 'to "* t h " ct0** F*»** spectra 



The spectral oatrix S(f) nay be decomposed to 
obtain S . . and 5 . . in saaple foras. This 
requires the assumption that the noise vector 
V. has indépendant components. That i s 

"T 
E IV, ki 

V kV - ° * i * j 

With this assuaptioa t is a diagonal natrix 
and the estimation of the auto pover spectral 
density is given by : 
S-.(f) - I I A " 1 ! » . - ! 2 ! * i - 1,2,-. (23) 

The cross spectra can be also deduced sinilar-
Ir.Knowing S.-(£) and S . . ( f ) , the coherence 
function defined by 3 

TJJCO - sïhîTStKîT (24) 

can be evaluated» 

Froa Eq. (23) i t can bo noted that the auto-
potter spectrin density of a given measured 
sigaal i s a stmacion of tores related to 
other signals and one tens independent of 
thes. 

This decomposition of a power spectrum i s a 
sz ia advantag* of this cethod, compared to 
the classical Fourier analysis. 

la Eq. (23) the contribution of the signal 
Ï. is' 0 £(f) - |A-»(f) i £| 2 E u (25) 

She ratio of Che noise power contribution of 
the variable j to the noise power of the 
variable 1 is defined by : . . 

"" •> (26) 
SJJU) - UCOjjr Eij I s i i< f> 

This coefficient will aT.low to evaluate the 
relative contribution of each signal in the 
frequency dosiain. This method was applied to 
the analysis of two neutron signals recorded 
os s pressurized water reactor. 

APPLICATIONS TO NEUTRON 
«OISE ANALYSIS. 

The nultivariate AR modeling is used to pro
cess neutron signals froa two pairs of detec
tors. The sensors of Che first pair «re dia-
cctracilly opposite. The sensors of the 
second pair are situated along the same axial 
direction. The sain objective of the analysis 
is to detersine the relationship between all 
possible pairs of sensor* near the core. The 
bandwich of Che processed signal was equal 
to 10 Hz. Before Che analysis Che DC coojo-
nent was Texoved isanually and the analog 
signal was saopled with a Cine interval equal. 
to 0.01 second. The Fig. 1 shows the location 
of pairs A and B near the core vessel. For 
each signal 4096 points ware processed by che 
subroutine ARJtULT written in Foreran IV 
language. The data processing code va. impie-
eenced on a S01AR-16-40 minicomputer manufac
tured by the SOIS company. It is a 16 bit 

word length computer with a 64 K word oeaagy 
sice. 
The optimal order was selected by the use of 
the Bayes' a posteriori probability crite
rion. For the first pair of sensors Fig. 2 
represents the autocorrelation end cross 
correlation functions of the signals I A 
a<C 2 A. Fig. 3 shows the autopower snd \ 
cross power spectral density functions. In 
Fig. à, the coherence function is given and 
Fig. 5 indicates the behaviour of the phase 
between sensors I A and I B. 

It can be seen that in Che frequency rang* 
greater than 5 Hi, che phase between the 
two signals is erual to - ISO*. This frequen
cy trange corresponds to che spectral band-
witth characterising Che core barrel support 
notion. This phenomenon is duo to the fact 
that the core during noraal operation has 
• pendular notion. In the cas* whore, the 
noasored phase equals - ISO* it""*** Cbac 
the pendulax notion takes place in the 
direction defined by the two neutron sensors. 
The results of this analysis show that it 
is possible to detect the notion of elenencs 
in Che corn by tbo «so of wall located 
sensors. 

The ratio of coo noise power contribution 
for the two signals I A and-1 lis represen
ted in Fig. 6. The noise power contribution 
ration of the signal I A to Che noise power 
of the signal 1 A, is high at low frequen
cies and decreases as the frequency in
creases. The sane situation arises frost the 
sigaal 2 conversely. The noisn power contri
bution of the signal I A to the noise power 
of the signal 2 A is low at low frequencies 
and high at high frequencies. These conclu
sions are the sane as those obtained by 
Bernard (1977), using Che Fourier analysis 
of two signals produced by sensors dianetri-
celly opposite. 

For r.te second pair of sensors, denoted 2 A 
and 2 B, Fig. 7, represents che auto and 
erosscorr'elation functions. On ?ig. 8 che 
patterns of the autopowexi and crosspowcr 
spectral densities are shows on the sane 
scale. The coherence function and phase 
between signals 2A end 2B aro plotted on 
Fig. 9 and 10 respectively. It can be ttotad 
that the phase between the sensors located 
in the saoe axial direction is very close to 
zero. This face indicates that thore is no 
phase shift between the two signals. The 
coherence function is very close to unity 
and deeonstraees that the signal» 2A and 2B 
are sioilar, except in che range of (0.5-2)fe. 
The four noise power contribution ratios ara 
shown on Fig. 11. It can be »om Chat above 
2 Hz che noise power contribution ratio of 
the signal 2A to the noise power of the si
gnal 2A is high. That indicates that the 
signal 2A is not perturbed by Che noise 
signal 2B at frequencies lower than 2 Ms. 
For the signal 2B che situation is différant 
since the contribution ratio 0(2,2) is high 
at frequencies lower than 3 Hz. 



The analysis of these two signals, 2A and 
2B, illustrates the fact that in axial posi
tion, the signals have no phase shift, and 
the information contained is identical. In 
particular, even if a peak exists in the 
autopover and crosspower spectral density 
functions, the noise analysis will not be 
able to detect the direction of the ore 
barrel support notion. 

COSCUISKKt 

A multivariate AR model, which identifies 
the linear model relating the observed 
signals to noise sources, was applied succes-
f «illy to data collected on a pressurized 
water reactor operating at a given steady 
state. It was shown that the results obtai
ned by the tine series analysis are similar 
to those obtained by the Fourier analysis. 

By estimating AR codels and by assuming 
independence of residual processes, it was 
possible to détendue in addition the noise 
power contribution ration of a given signal 
to the noise power of the other signals. 

Besides this property, the multivariate Ad 
procedure was able to provide spectral 
functions,using only limited number of sam
ples corresponding to 40 seconds of real 
tise, with a very good accuracy. 

Thus.it is believed that in the future, the 
• «S model will be a vary power ful tool for 
the incipient failure detection based upon 
noise analysis techniques. 
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